A regular event is star-free if it can be denoted by a regular expression involving only Boolean operations and concatenation (dot). The family of star-free events can be constructed by alternately applying Boolean operations and concatenation. This approach leads to a hierarchy of star-free events, and to the definition of "dot-depth" of a star-free event which appears to be useful as a measure of the complexity of the event.
NOTATION
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic results in the theory of finite automata, regular languages, and derivative techniques [3, 7] . This section provides the terminology and notation used. Star-free events have been studied by several authors [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For an extensive treatment of the subject the reader is referred to the forthcoming monograph by Papert and McNaughton [1] .
Let A = {a 1 , a 2 ..... ak} be a finite, nonempty alphabet, and let I = A* be the free monoid with unit A generated by A.
The family E 0 of the k + 2 events: {al} , {as} ..... {ak}, {Z} and ~b will be called the family of basic events. An event is star-free iff it belongs to the smallest family X of events containing E o and closed under concatenation ("dot"), and the Boolean operations. This family is the set of all events that can be denoted by extended regular expressions without stars. To simplify notation, we shall use regular expressions to denote events. Thus {ai} is represented by ai, {A} by A, etc. Note that the event {A}* denoted by A* = I is star-free, for I = ~.
In constructing star-free events from E 0 it is convenient to consider Boolean operations together, because they are essentially combinatorial. On the other hand, concatenation has a sequential nature, in that the words in a product must appear in proper sequence. The following proposition is easily verified: PROPOSITION 
B 1 is a fnite Boolean algebra of 2 k+~ elements and is characterized by the k + 2 atoms: ~, al , a 2 ,..., ak and ~ U A = A*I. Alternatively, R 6 BI , ~ ither R C (A u A) or C_ (A u
Since B x is not closed under concatenation, we examine M 1 .
PROPOSITION 2.2. M 1 is the set of all events which can be expressed as products of events of type P, where P C_ (A u A) and of type Q, where Q c (A u ~).
M 1 contains all the events consisting of single words, but does not contain all finite events. For example, ira = {0, 1}, then 0 u 11 6M 1 . In turn, we examine B e .
PROPOSITION 2.3. B 2 consists of all the events which are Boolean functions of products of finite and cofinite events. (R is cofinite iff R is finite.)
Proof. Since M 1 contains all events of the form R = w, w ~ I, and B 2 must be closed under union, it follows that B 2 contains all finite events. Since it must be closed under complementation, all cofinite events must be included. Next it is clear that M 1 contains all products of words and I, i.e., all R = wllw fl ... Iw,Jw~+l, wi ~I, i = I,..., n + 1. Hence B e must contain all finite unions of products of words and L However, note that every cofinite event can be written in the form R = F ~3 AnI where F is finite (i.e., for each cofinite R there exists an integer n >/0 such that R contains all words of length ~>n). Any product of finite and cofinite events can be transformed into a finite union of words and I, by applying the distributive law of concatenation over union. Thus B e must contain all products of finite and cofinite events. Therefore, it is necessary for B e to contain all Boolean functions of products of finite and cofinite events. This is also sufficient, since all products in M 1 are products of finite or cofinite events.
Unfortunately, it becomes increasingly difficult to make meaningful statements regarding M 2 , Ba, etc. However, we can return to E 0 and consider the possibility of applying concatenation first. In this way, we define the sequence. Proof. This follows from Propositions 2.6 and 2.3.
Thus it is seen that the two sequences of families of events are identical after B~ ~-/~2 as shown in Fig. 1 . The family X of star free events is obviously
Since the sequence B 1 , M 1 , B 2 "-. is shorter we will not refer further to the second sequence. Using the definition of star-height of regular events as an analogy we can define a measure of complexity of star-free events as follows: Then d(R) is apparently I, since R is a Boolean function of two events 011 and I00/, both of which are in M 1 . The event P = (0 9 I 9 1) 9 0 appears to be of depth 2. However, one can verify that an equivalent expression is P' = 0 ~d 00 u 110 u 0100,
The following argument shows that there are events of dot-depth 2. We conjecture that for each n there exists a star-free event of dot-depth n, i.e., that the containment Proof. Suppose that R has dot-depth less than 2. Then R is in B 2 and thus can be denoted by a regular expression of the form (*) ' z above, 1.e., R = 0k=l (Sk n T~), where Sk(Tk) is the expression within the left (right) pair of square brackets in (*).
Let r be the maximum length of all words wvk'i, uq~'J appearing in (*), and let x be any word belonging to the event
(clearly, R' is nonempty). Now consider the set W = {x02 n i n = 0, 1 ..... }; W is a subset of R and hence for some k, 1 ~ k ~< l, the event (Sk n Tk) contains an infinite subset of W. Then Sk contains words of the form x02 n for arbitrarily large n. From the manner in which x was constructed it follows that for each i = 1 ..... re(k),
either W~o 'i is not a prefix of x, 1 or w~(k.i~ q~ x02 n belong W~o'ilw~ "~ "" Iw~i~,~) for n > r). But this implies that the whole event x12 ~ is contained in Sk. Furthermore, let w ~-x02L s >~ r, be any word of W contained in Tk. Then by definition of Tk and x, the whole set R 1 = x02q2 ~ is contained in Tk 9 Thus we get R 1 C S~ n Tk _C R, which is false since x02r12" is in R 1 but not in R.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 2.10. B 2 is properly contained in the family of star-free events.
We now return to some general properties of dot depth. For our purposes it is more convenient not to consider concatenation as a binary operation but to express each star-free expression E in the full product form defined by induction on the number of operators as follows:
Basis. If E e E o then E is in full product form.
Induction
Step. IfF 1 and F2 are in full product form then so are Clearly, such a form can be obtained by using the associative law for concatenation. If an expression is a product, then we ensure that the factors are not themselves proper products. Unless otherwise specified, we assume all expressions to be in this form.
DEFINITION 2.2. The apparent dot-depth d, of a star-free expression E is defined inductively:
x We consider also the empty word A as a prefix (or suffix) of any word w.
Obviously, the dot-depth of a star-free event R is d(R) = min{d~(E) [ E is a star-free expression and 1 E] ~ R}.
We now define the dot-depth of an expression E to be the dot-depth of the corresponding event, i.e.,
d(E) = d(I g I) ~< d~(g).
A star-free expression E is said to be of proper dot-depth iff d(E') = d~(E'), for all sub-expressions E' of E, including E. One can show, using induction on dot-depth, that for each star-free event R there exists a star-free expression of proper dot-depth. It is easy to verify that any quotient of a star-free event is again star-free. We now examine the properties of dot-depth under quotient operations.
LEMMA 2.11. Let R be star-free and let a ~ A. Then d(a \ R) <~ d(R).
Proof. We first prove that for every star-free expression E of proper dot-depth,
d(a \ E) <~ d(E).
The proof is by induction on the number n of star-free operators (u, n, -, .), where concatenation is considered as an m-ary operation since we are using the full product form.
Basis, n=O. One easily verifies that E~E 0 implies (a\E)~E o. Thus d(E) = d(a \ E) = O.
Induction step, n > 0. Assume that for all star-free expressions E of proper dot-depth and with at most n operators d(a \ E) ~ d(E). Now let E have m + 1 operators. We have the following cases.
(
, where the last inequality follows from the inductive assumption.
(2) E = F 1 r F 2 . The argument is the same as in case 1 with t3 replaced by t3.
In case 4(a), a \F 1 will be either in E 0 or will be a Boolean function of other expres- 
Proof. We 
d((xa) \ R) ~-d(a \ (x \ R) ~ d(x \ R).
Thus dot-depth cannot be increased by taking left quotients with respect to words.
The same argument shows that right quotients cannot increase dot-depth. Next 
(wF) <~ d(F). Hence d(wE) = d(wI n wF) <~ max{d(w~), d(wF)} = max{l, d(wF)} <~ max{l, d(F)} = d(F) = d(E).

(d) E -=F~F~-.'Fm. Clearly, d(wE) ~ d(E).
Thus the induction step holds.
COROLLARY 2.15. Let R be a star free event with d(R) > 1. Then for any two nonnegative integers m, n there exist words u, v ~ I, l(u)= m, l(v)= n, such that d(u \ R/v) = d(n).
Proof. First let n = 0; then we are dealing with u \ R/A = u ~ R. We can always express any regular event as R = 0z(w)=m w(w \ R) u P where P consists of words of length less than m. Now suppose for all w,
l(w) = m, d(w \ R) < d(R) > 1. From the expression for R it is clear that d(R)= max{d(w(w~ R))ll(w ) = m}. By Theorem 2.12 d(w(w \ R)) ~ d(w \ R). Thus d(R) ~ d(w \ R) < d(R), which is a contradiction. Thus for each m we can find u such that d(u \ R) = d(R). Similarly, for the event (u ~ R) and for each n, we can find v 61 such that (u ~ R)/v = (u ~ R/v) has dot-depth d(u \ R) = d(R).
Two-SIDED QUOTIENTS OF STAR-FREE EVENTS
As was indicated in the previous section, in certain cases the dot depth of a star-free event is preserved under the quotient operation. However, it is shown in this section that under no circumstances can the dot depth of a star free event R be preserved under all two-sided quotients. In fact, every star free event has at least one quotient of dot depth 0, namely q~ or ~ =/, as indicated by the next theorem. Proof. Consider the event R'= 12. Since, clearly, zl\R/z 2 = zl\R/z 2 for any words z 1 , z,, R' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2; hence there exist w 1 , w, such that R' C IWlIW2I , and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall prove the following equivalent assertion: (*) For any star-free event R and for any words u, v, there exist words x, y such that ux \ R / yv = q~ or ux \ R/yv = L
Since ux \ R/yv = x\(u\R/v)/y
and since a quotient u\R/v of a star-tree event R is also star-free, the above assertion (*) is equivalent to the assertion of the theorem.
Thus let E be a star-free regular expression denoting R. The proof will be given by induction on the number n of regular operators L/,., -appearing in E. a If n = 0 then the assertion is trivial. Thus assume (*) holds for all regular events R' denoted by star-free expressions E' with n or less regular operators, and suppose the star-free expression E denoting R has n + 1 operators. There are three cases: The anonymous referee has pointed out that an alternate proof of Theorem 3.1 can be obtained by applying Lemma 3.3 (p.456) of Ref. [9] . One can prove, using this lemma, that if M is a finite monoid with only trivial subgroups, then there exist elements m I , m 2 , m a of M such that mIMm 2 = m 3 . Now take M to be the syntactic monoid of R and let 7 be the homomorphism from I to M induced by Myhill's congruence relation mod R [1, 3] . Then from the above equation one obtains 7-1(ml) I7-1(m2) C 7-~(m3) and for any u ~ 7-1(ml), v E 7-~(m~), ulv C_ 74(ma), hence
Since 7-1(ma) must be contained either in R or in/?, it follows that u \ R / v equals either I or ~, which proves Theorem 3.1.
CONSTRUCTION OF STAR-FREE EXPRESSIONS AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR DoT-DEPTH
The family of star-free events has several interesting characterizations. First, it has been shown [2, 4] that an event is star-free if an only if it is group-free, i.e., its syntactic monoid [3] has no nontrivial subgroups. Furthermore, the group-free events have been shown to be equivalent to the regular noncounting languages [2] and, by the Krohn-Rhodes theory, also correspond to the events recognizable by a cascade product of reset automata [3, 8] . Finally, the star-free events are precisely the events definable in McNaughton's L-language [2] .
In this section, we utilize the Krohn-Rhodes result with Zeiger's decomposition methods [8] to derive an algorithm for constructing star-free expressions for group-free events and to obtain an upper bound for the dot-depth of such events. where C ~ A • P, the above expression is over the alphabet C and complements are relative to C*. Let p, p' e P, and let q, q' be the two states of S: which correspond to (p, s) and (p', s') respectively in 5: = S:' --+ S:~+ 1 . Then from the expression (5:~+a)s~" over alphabet C we derive the following star-free expression for S#~q. over alphabet A. and is therefore of dot-depth at most n + 2. By the well-known decomposition theorem of Krohn and Rhodes [3, 8] , any groupfree event R is recognizable by an automaton whose semiautomaton is a cascade product of reset semiautomata. This cascade product of reset semiautomata can be effectively found for any given group-free R, using Zeiger's decomposition methods with set systems [8] . Combining this with Theorem 4.1, one obtains an algorithm for constructing a star-free expression for any given group-free event. 4 We shall employ here Zeiger's decomposition methods to obtain an upper bound for the dot-depth of a star-free R in terms of the number of states in the reduced automaton recognizing R. Finally, we would like to point out that the problem of determining dot-depth of star-free events is open; in fact, it is not known whether there exist star-free events of arbitrary dot-depth.
